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With utmost sorrow, we announce the sad demise of our company’s first ever Manager Mr.
Robert (Bob) J. Davison.  It happened in the morning of March 21, 2020 – during the first days
of the global pandemic and on a day that Spring debuted.

  

We never forget how loyal and professional he was with his work since he became part of our
Corporate Family in 1995. Many major contracts with Canadian and international companies
were finalized because of his brilliant planning and execution. It is indeed sad that we lost a
gem of our company, a friend and an extended Family member.

  

From his official matters to the personal life, he didn’t leave a single task undone. But there was
very less time of his stay among us. He lost his life early and in confusion since in the early
days of the lockdown the authorities declared his death caused by natural causes…! It took us
months to find out of his fate and after special inquiries.

  

We will never forget his mentorial services given to each fresh employee of our organization.
His tireless efforts to make our company progress by leaps and bounds. His attitude and
guidance, everything is worthy of our praise. Time can never fade the memory of this
gentleman.

  

With Bob, we co-developed Taste of the Danforth, the largest Canadian and Hellenic festival
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globally. We were awarded GRAHAM BELL awards for our work and growth in cellular industry
and pioneering data solutions globally,  we participated in the Volvo Easter Seal Regatta in
Toronto - a decade later in the America’s Cup and Louis Vuitton Pacific Series. All that and
more, due to his efforts, loyalty and friendship.

  

Among his appreciation to Hellenic cuisine, his participation in numerous Summer festivals
promoting our brands, joking over ethnic news of the Toronto multicultural melt-pot, Bob made
sure he greeted all Canadians of Hellenic descent with a great smile and a welcoming
introduction:
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GREEK CHALLENGE
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